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Manufacturing tough, innovative 
equipment that moves you forward.

QUALITY 
When it comes to quality, we never compromise. From production to service, we deliver equipment 
that’s built to last. That’s what Ledwell Made means.

GRIT
We work hard. We’re problem solvers. We meet customer challenges with innovative solutions. 
We get it done.

LEGACY
It took sweat, dedication, and a lot of hard work to build this company. 
This legacy guides us today.

FAMILY
Our people care. We do what’s right for our employees, our customers, and our community – 
because that’s what family does.



PRIMED & READY

You get what you need fast. With a vast stock of chassis, we 
build what you need with the industry’s shortest lead times.

SWIFT SUPPORT

You get back to work quickly. We respond to questions and 
service needs with unrivaled urgency.

EXPRESS SHIPPING

You don’t have to wait for parts. We manufacture more than 
85% of our parts in-house and ship 99% within 24 hours of 
your request.

TOUGH BUILD

Your Ledwell products will last for decades with proper main-
tenance. We only fabricate products that stand the test of 
time in the field.

VISIONARY ENGINEERING

You get cutting-edge machinery that works for you. From 
basic trailers to advanced custom fabrications, we approach 
every project with innovative craftsmanship.

SOLID PARTNERSHIPS

Our strong industry partnerships work in your favor. When you 
need a hand, we mobilize our network to help you get priority 
service around the world.

We back every product we build with the 

LEDWELL MADE GUARANTEE



PARTS READY TO SHIP

You don’t have to wait for parts. We manufacture more than 85% of our 
parts in-house and ship 99% within 24 hours of your request.

888.533.9355   |   parts@ledwell.com
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FIRE TANKER

Scan for
details
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When it comes to rural fires, Ledwell Custom Fire Tankers are a crucial member of the 
team. Our tanks are designed to carry enough water to control most rural fires. They’re 
lined with a thick interior protective coating that prevents corrosion and extends the 
tank’s life. All Ledwell Water Tank Fire Trucks for sale are built with the baffling setup 
required under NFPA 701 Tank Construction standards.

Quick response for rural fires



BRUSH TRUCK

Scan for
details
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Need a responder vehicle for rural terrain? 

Turn to the Ledwell Brush Truck, a versatile 
rescue truck that can haul water and remove 
obstacles in rural areas. Available with a 
200 to 400-gallon water haul capacity, 
our selection of brush trucks include two-

wheel and four-wheel drive options. 

Flexible truck for rural rescues



Perform lube service and maintenance directly in the field.

Scan for
details

Two options provide a mobile service center designed for your light-duty pickup truck or 
medium-duty flatbed. The Lube Buddy, Jr, or Lube Buddy Max are easily transferable from the 
truck to the job site, making the Lube Buddy work where you need it.  
 
Available with two 20-gallon fresh tanks and one 40-gallon waste tank or 100 and 50 gallon 
fresh tanks and 150-gallon waste tank, respectively. The Lube Buddy is a must-have for any 
operation to service equipment when and where you need to.

LUBE BUDDY JR.LUBE BUDDY MAX

LUBE BUDDY
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CHASSIS & TRACTORS
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VISUAL INSPECTION
Walk around the ramp and check for:
r Cracked or broken welds
r Missing bolts, chain, or chain hooks
r Missing landing gear handles

All-Weather Ramp:
 r Broken or missing expanded metal

Wood Ramp:
 r Missing, broken, or split boards
 r Raised screws that might damage tires or equipment 

CHECK BACK OF RAMP
r Lift the approach plates up and down to ensure they are  
 working correctly.

r Inspect the approach plate hinge pin for damage. Ensure  
 that it’s not bent or broken.

r Check the bolts securing the hinge pin in place to make 
  sure they are tight.

CHAIN TIES
r Visually inspect the chain ties that attach the front of the  
 ramp  to the trailer for any damaged, broken, or twisted links  
 in the chain or chain hook.

r Check the bolts connecting the chain to the ramp to ensure  
 they are tight.

r Inspect the cotter pin that holds the chain hook pin in place.  
 Make sure it isn’t broken, twisted, straightened, or missing.

INSPECT LANDING GEAR  
FOR DAMAGE
20,000 lb. Landing Gear:

r Check the bolt attaching the handle to the landing gear. 
 It should be snug while still allowing the handle to pivot  
 properly.

r Make sure the bolts connecting the landing gear to the  
 cross shaft are tight and that the cross shaft is not bent  
 or broken.

r Using the landing gear handle, raise and lower the landing  
 gear to ensure the two are moving up and down properly  
 and at the same time.

62,500 lb. Landing Gear

r Check the bolt attaching the handle to the landing gear.  
 It should be snug while still allowing the handle to pivot  
 properly.

r Make sure the bolts connecting the landing gear to the  
 cross shaft are tight and that the cross shaft is not bent or  
 broken.

r Check to make sure the bolts connecting the landing gear  
 to the ramp are tight.

r Make sure the bolts connecting the landing braces to the  
 landing gear and ramp are tight.

LEDWELL
LOADING  RAMPS
LEDWELL
LOADING  RAMPS

W E E K L Y  I N S P E C T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING S INCE  1946


